Abstract. The Euler-Poincaré differential (EPDiff) equations and the shallow water (SW) equations share similar wave characteristics. Using the Hamiltonian structure of the SW equations with flat bottom topography, we establish a connection between the EPDiff equations and the SW equations in one and multi-dimensions. Additionally, we show that the EPDiff equations can be recast in a curl formulation.
Introduction
The Euler-Poincaré differential (EPDiff) equations are a class of models for ideal incompressible fluids in three dimensions [3] . Holm and Staley show that numerical simulations for the EPDiff equations exhibit similar nonlinear behavior of wavefront reconnections as that observed for internal waves in the South China Sea [4] . Camassa et al. show that the EPDiff equations exist traveling-wave solutions, and the dynamics of the two-dimensional (2-D) solitons are similar to that of the one-dimensional (1-D) peakons of the shallow-water wave equation (also known as the Camassa-Holm equation). Similar to the 1-D Camassa-Holm equation, the solitary waves for this class of equations can be made to correspond to interacting particles of a finite-degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian system, which we refer to as the N -soliton (particle) system. The power of the elliptic operator associated with the EPDiff equations plays an important role for the soliton dynamics [2, 5] , since the solitons are the Green's functions of the elliptic operator associated with the EPDiff equations. For the special case of a fractional power ν = 3/2, the Green's function becomes a 2-D extension of the peakon solution of the Camassa-Holm equation. In particular, when the motion of the 2-D solitons is confined in a straight line, the reduced N -soliton system of the EPDiff equations enjoys the same properties of complete integrability as that of the 1-D Camassa-Holm equation [2] . Because the wave characteristics modeled by the EPDiff equations are similar to that of the shallow-water models, this motivates us to explore the connection between the shallow-water (SW) equations and the EPDiff equations.
Camassa et al. establish the connection between a SW model, also referred to as the great lake equations, and the Green-Naghdi equations [1] . This letter will follow the similar strategy as that in [1] to establish the connection between the SW equations with flat bottom topography and the EPDiff equations.
One-dimensional space
We first illustrate the connection in 1-D space and then we extend the case to multidimensional spaces in the next section. The one-dimensional SW equations with flat bottom topography are written as
where u(x, t) is the velocity, η(x, t) is the vertical displacement of free surface, and g is the gravity. We introduce a variable, m ≡ ηu, as a function of the variables of the SW equations. The Hamiltonian for the SW equations is then defined as
With the Hamiltonian formula, the SW equations is equivalent to
where δH δm and δH δη are the variational derivatives of H.
To check that Eq. (3) is equivalent to the SW equations (1), we compute
Hence the first equation (momentum equation) in Eq. (3) is
and the second equation in Eq. (3) becomes
which is the equation of conservation of mass. Note that Eq. (5) is equivalent to the first equation (momentum equation) in Eq. (1). To see this, multiplying η to the first equation in Eq. (1) yields
From Eq. (6), we have
and then Eq. (7) becomes
which is identical to Eq. (5). Now suppose we neglect the vertical displacement of the free surface, i.e. in Eq. (3), η = 0 in the first equation of the Hamiltonian operation, then we obtain the 1-D EPDiff equations
where the momentum-like variable m can be related to the velocity u by a self-adjoint elliptic operator
Multi-dimensional spaces
The multi-dimensional SW equations with flat bottom topography are written as
where u(x, y, t) = (u, v) T is the velocities, η(x, y, t) is the vertical displacement of free surface, and g is the gravity. Similar to the 1-D case, letting m = ηu, Eq. (13) can be written in terms of the Hamiltonian structure
where the Hamiltonian is defined as
where
To check that Eq. (14) is equivalent to Eq. (13), we compute
Eq. (17) implies that the first equation (momentum equation) in Eq. (14) has the forṁ
Similarly, the second equation in Eq. (14) is 
or in short-hand vector notation
The notation (∇u) T denotes the transpose of the matrix ∇u. With appropriate boundary conditions, the operator L is assumed to be invertible, with its inverse being explicitly written in terms of the corresponding Green function G, so that
parameterized by α 2 ≤ 1 and ν > 0. For any ν > 0, including non-integer values. Eq. (29) is defined in the Fourier space.
where k i is the the wavenumber of i th component. Since L ν is rotationally invariant and diagonal, G(x) = G ν−n/2 (|x|)I for a scalar function G ν−n/2 , where |x| = x 2 1 + x 2 2 + · + x 2 n . The scalar Green's function G ν−n/2 is a function combining the modified Bessel function of the second kind and the Gamma function
where K ν−1 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order ν − n/2 and Γ(ν) is the Gamma function [6] . Eq. (28) can be recast in a curl formulation
We now show that Eq. (34) is the same as Eq. (28). Note that the second term in Eq. (34) is
Hence Eq. (34) is equivalent to 
which is Eq. (28).
Conclusion
The EPDiff equations have links with fluid dynamics. In particular, the wave dynamics of the EPDiff equations have the similar characteristics as that of the SW equations. We explore the connection between the EPDiff equations and the SW equations without bottom topography through the Hamiltonian structure of the SW equations. We show that the EPDiff equations are the SW equations without considering the vertical displacement of the free surface. We also show that the EPDiff equations can be recast in a curl formulation.
